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Verse 1
WHERE DID ALL THE GOOD FOLKS GO
LIKE THE PEOPLE LIVIN’ DOWN IN THE HOLLER
THEY WORKED ALL DAY IN THE FIELDS OF HAY
PLOWED THE OLE MULE TILL THE SUN WENT DOWN
STILL HAD TIME TO GO AND SEE A NEIGHBOR
SEE IF ANYBODY NEEDED ANYTHING

Chorus
WHERE DID THE GOOD FOLKS GO
WHERE DID ALL THE GOOD FOLKS GO
ARE THERE REALLY ANY TRUE BLUE NEIGHBORS
IF THE CROPS WENT BAD AND YOU DIDN’T HAVE A DIME
COULD YOU COUNT ON ANYONE
TO SEE YOU THROUGH THE HARD TIMES
WHERE DID THE GOOD FOLKS GO
WHERE DID ALL THE GOOD FOLKS GO

Verse 2
WHERE DID THE GOOD TIMES GO
WHEN EVERYBODY LIVED A LITTLE SLOWER
READIN’ AT NIGHT BY THE OLD LAMP LIGHT
POPPIN’ POPCORN BY THE BIG FIRESIDE
SUNDAY GO TO MEETIN’ AT THE OLE BRUSH ARBOR
EATIN’ CHICKEN DINNER WITH THE REVEREND MISTER RUSSELL

Chorus
AND WHERE DID THE GOOD FOLKS GO
WHERE DID ALL THE GOOD FOLKS GO
ARE THERE REALLY ANY TRUE BLUE NEIGHBORS
IF THE CROPS WENT BAD AND YOU DIDN’T HAVE A DIME
COULD YOU COUNT ON ANYONE
TO SEE YOU THROUGH THE HARD TIMES
WHERE DID THE GOOD FOLKS GO
WHERE DID ALL THE GOOD FOLKS GO
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